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Structured Abstract 

 

Background 

A 52-year-old, 125 kg male with a body mass index (BMI) of 37 kg/m2 presented for a posterior 

cervical decompression and fusion of C3-C7. A GlideScope (Verathon, Inc) videolaryngoscope 

(VL) was used to facilitate orotracheal intubation in the operating room (OR). Despite a grade I 

view of the glottic opening and smooth advancement of the endotracheal tube (ETT), a mucosal 

injury was discovered as the GlideScope Stat 3 blade was removed from the patient’s mouth. The 

ETT perforated the mucosa of the right palatoglossal arch and then passed through the vocal 

cords into the trachea. The patient did not experience any hemodynamic or ventilatory 

difficulties, and the surgery was completed successfully. On postoperative day two, the patient 

was extubated without incident, and at one month postoperatively, he reported complete healing 

of the injury without intervention.  

 

The use of VLs for routine orotracheal OR intubation has gained popularity due to excellent 

glottic visualization, minimal cervical manipulation, and a high first-pass intubation success rate. 

However, despite clear benefits, reports of soft palate and tonsillar pillar injuries with VL use 

have increased, particularly with hyperangulated VL blades such as the GlideScope. These 

injuries may be associated with seemingly smooth intubations and are often unrecognized until 

after successful intubation or surgery completion.  

 

Clinical Question 

In adults undergoing endotracheal intubation via VL in the OR, does using a Macintosh-shaped 

VL blade result in less airway trauma compared to using a hyperangulated VL blade? 

 

Evidence-Based Discussion  

Two general VL blade shapes are currently available – hyperangulated and Macintosh-shaped. 

Reported injuries are notably correlated with hyperangulated blades, which display a superior 

view of the glottic opening versus a Macintosh blade but create an inherent blind spot and acute 

angle through which to advance the ETT. These qualities may contribute to difficulties guiding 

the ETT into the trachea. A significant distal bend of the ETT is often required to match the 

blade’s curve, which may be accomplished with a stylet. The GlideRite stylet (Verathon, Inc.) is 

often used for this purpose with the GlideScope blade, the rigidity and angle of which may 

contribute to airway injuries. The larger size of the VL blade limits space in the patient’s mouth 

along with the upward force of the blade to expose the glottis may stretch the palatopharyngeal 

arch and increase the incidence of perforation. 

 

Macintosh-shaped VL blades may offer a superior safety profile over hyperangulated VL blades 

due to the ability to intubate without a stylet, a less acute angle through which to pass the ETT, 

and the ability to view the glottis directly or indirectly. In addition, successful intubation with a 



Macintosh-shaped VL blade can be facilitated by a non-styletted ETT with a manually created 

curvature. Macintosh-shaped blades also offer the ability to view the glottis directly and 

indirectly, which can minimize or eliminate blind advancement of the ETT required with 

hyperangulated blades.  

 

Translation to Practice  

When available and appropriate, using a Macintosh-shaped VL blade over a hyperangulated VL 

blade may result in less airway trauma. If a hyperangulated VL blade is used, alternating 

standard practice is vital to optimizing patient safety with its use. For example, using a flexible 

stylet or fiberscope with GlideScope intubations results in decreased time to successful 

intubation with significantly fewer airway injuries than a rigid stylet. In addition to stylet 

modifications, reinforced ETTs such as the BlockBuster ETT are associated with decreased 

incidence of injury with VL use versus intubation with a standard ETT. Recognizing predictors 

of difficult ETT passage with VL may allow for an adjusted approach to improve success and 

decrease complications. For example, a short thyromental distance and limited jaw protrusion 

may contribute to difficult ETT passage with the GlideScope due to a disproportionate 

oropharynx and limited space for the tube and blade in the oral cavity. In these patients, a smaller 

VL blade and a gum elastic bougie may improve intubation success and lessen contact with the 

patient’s oral mucosa.  

 

More in-depth procedural training should take place at institutions that utilize VLs. For example, 

visualizing the ETT – rather than the screen – throughout insertion into the patient’s mouth is an 

important teaching point that may lessen airway injury. Education regarding VL use often 

highlights the many benefits, but the potential for severe injuries and techniques to avoid such 

complications should also be emphasized. 

 

More large-scale, high-quality studies are needed to quantify the incidence of airway trauma in 

OR intubations with hyperangulated blades versus Macintosh-shaped VL blades. Intubations in 

the study should be performed by experienced anesthesia providers who received the same 

education regarding the use of each blade. A provider with extensive knowledge of airway 

anatomy would complete the post-intubation airway assessment. Retrospective comparison of 

injury incidence with a McGrath MAC, a Storz CMAC, and a GlideScope could produce results 

that could be generalized to similarly shaped VL blades.  
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